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Introduction

We are seeing a surging interest in blockchain as a vibrant technology: it powers cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin [30], Ethereum [37] and ZCash [10] which are valued in hundreds of
billions of dollars, and it enables removing the central point of trust in existing banking
infrastructure.
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In a blockchain protocol, the goal of parties is to maintain a globally ordered sequence of
records that are referred to as blocks. New blocks can only be added via a special mining
procedure that simulates a puzzle solving race between participants and can be run by
any participant or miner. For example, in Bitcoin, the puzzle is selected so that a block
is mined (on average) every 10 minutes. The two widely used puzzles are Proof-of-Work
(PoW) and Proof-of-Stake (PoS). A sequence of works [18, 27, 16, 33, 31, 34, 35, 19, 20] have
analysed the security of current PoW- and PoS-based blockchains, and also proposed new
ones. Understanding the security properties offered by these blockchains, and applications
that such properties enable is a rapidly progressing direction.
Since its inception, blockchain has proven a successful testbed for a number of beautiful concepts in cryptography such as zero-knowledge proofs, digital signatures and hash
functions. But, the blockchain itself offers several attractive properties which are conducive
to build cryptography, e.g., provides a decentralized alternative to a trusted setup, which
traditionally is performed by a central trusted authority and is inherent for constructing
important cryptographic primitives like non-interactive zero-knowledge. In fact, several works
view blockchains as an “enabler” for cryptography, much like one-way functions, trapdoor
permutations and indistinguishability obfuscation, leading to constructions of concurrent
multi-party computation [14], one-time programs [24], time-lock encryption [29] and fair
secure multi-party computation [15, 3, 11]. In this work, we take this direction and focus
on understanding the round-complexity of two fundamental cryptographic objects: zeroknowledge proofs and secure computation. To study zero-knowledge and secure computation
in the world of blockchains, we study the blockchain-hybrid model.
The Blockchain-Hybrid Model. Here, the blockchain is modelled as a ledger functionality,
and all participants of the cryptographic protocol can access it as an oracle. In particular, the
parties (including the adversary) can access the blockchain by posting and reading content,
but no single party has any control over the blockchain. Our modeling follows the work
of [14] who introduce the blockchain-hybrid model, who in turn adopt the blockchain ledger
model from [5].
Compared to the plain model, the presence of blockchain as an oracle is, as we will shortly
see, quite empowering. But we emphasize that this is distinct from trusted-setup models
explored in cryptography where some trusted party samples a reference string from some
good distribution, and then all parties are given access to the string. In particular, in the
security proofs, the reduction/simulator is given the power to choose the reference string
(e.g., sample along with a trapdoor to aid simulation). This is in sharp contrast with the
blockchain-hybrid model where the reduction/simulator has no control over the blockchain.
Simulation-security in the Blockchain-Hybrid Model. Zero-knowledge proofs are a cornerstone of modern cryptography. Informally, they are interactive protocols between two parties
prover and a verifier, where the prover is trying to convince the verifier that some string
x (also known as an instance) belongs to a language. We want two security properties:
(a) Soundness - no cheating prover can convince the verifier on false statements, and (b)
Zero-knowledge. The philosophy behind the notion of Zero-Knowledge [23] is that: whatever
an adversary can learn from the proof of a true statement, it could have learnt by itself
in polynomial-time. This counter-intuitive notion of security is formalized by asking the
existence of an efficient simulator that can simulate the view of any malicious verifier.
While some works [24, 14] have considered zero-knowledge with blockchains, we take a
different philosophical approach. We refer the reader to Section 3 for more details on these
works.
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Time-Traveling Simulation. We present a novel idea to quantify the knowledge an adversary
learns. Following is our philosophy: whatever the adversary could have learnt from this
interaction, it could have computed on its own after some T units of time have passed.
Passage of T units of time results in some new blocks being added to the blockchain. E.g.,
for ZK, our guarantee would mean that whatever the adversarial verifier could have learnt
from the given interaction today, it could have computed on its own tomorrow (once the
new blocks have been added to the blockchain). More precisely, to prove the ZK property,
we require the existence of a simulator who would be “capable of doing time travel”, get
information about the future blocks, and come up with an indistinguishable transcript. To
model this, our simulator will be a given as auxiliary input any valid continuation of the
current state of the blockchain for time T . We refer to such a simulator as T -time-traveling
simulator, and the resulting notion as T -time-traveling zero-knowledge. We remark that
T -time-traveling zero-knowledge coincides with the standard notion of zero-knowledge when
T = 0, and becomes weaker as T increases.
The above time-traveling zero-knowledge guarantee is almost as meaningful as the original
zero-knowledge guarantee as far as the “long-term knowledge” is concerned. As an example,
consider the GMW compiler [22] which uses ZK proofs of “honest behavior” to compile a
semi-honest secure computation protocol into one that achieves malicious security. Here the
witness consists of the private input and the randomness of a party. Hence, passage of T
units of time will not give the adversary any further advantage in gaining any knowledge
related to the witness. However if a statement is such that for some reason, its witness will
inherently be leaked tomorrow (e.g, a time-locked puzzle [36]), our ZK proofs could cause
this witness to be leaked to the adversary today (at least as far as the security proofs are
concerned). Our ideas can also be seen as being inspired by the construction of Dwork and
Naor [17] who used the opening of a timed commitment as the trapdoor witness in a Zap.
However, in contrast to their work which focuses on realizing the standard ZK definition, we
propose a new notion of security and justify it in the blockchain model. In Section 1.2, we
provide a detailed comparison of time-traveling simulation with other weakenings of standard
simulation including super-polynomial simulation and majority simulation.

1.1

Our Results

Zero-Knowledge with Time-traveling Simulators. First, we address the round-complexity
of zero-knowledge with time-traveling simulation. We show that there exists a simple threeround Zero-knowledge Argument with a strict polynomial time, black-box time-traveling
simulator. In the plain model, all of these properties are known to be impossible to achieve
using the standard zero-knowledge definition w.r.t. black-box simulation [21]. Even w.r.t.
non-black-box simulation, known three round zero-knowledge argument protocols require
novel cryptographic assumptions [12].
▶ Informal Theorem 1 (Zero-Knowledge (See Theorem 6)). Assuming existence of injective
one-way functions, there exists a three-round ZK argument for NP with a polynomial-time
black-box time-traveling simulator.
Looking ahead, we remark that zero-knowledge of our protocol is based on the assumption
that injective one-way functions exist. For soundness, we need to rely on a natural assumption
on the mining procedure of the underlying blockchain. Informally, we require that an adversary
controlling minority of the computational power cannot be too far ahead of the honest miners.
Specifically, such an adversary cannot compute k 2 blocks in time the honest miners compute
k blocks. We emphasize that if this assumption is violated, then the adversary controls
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majority of the computing power over the network. This means that the adversary can
effectively take over, e.g., the Bitcoin network. Our exact assumption is a variant of this
natural assumption for PoW-based blockchains and is described in Assumption 1.
Secure Two-Party Computation with Time-traveling Simulators. We also study the task
of secure two-party computation in the blockchain hybrid model. Intuitively, it allows two
mutually distrustful parties to compute a joint function over their secret inputs such that
neither party learns anything about other party’s input beyond what can be learnt already
by the function output. Secure computation is foundational task, and round-complexity is an
important measure of efficiency. We focus on building two-party protocols between a sender
and a receiver where only the receiver gets the output, but guarantee security against both a
malicious sender and a malicious receiver.
Our main result is a three-round protocol for any two-party functionality where we achieve
time-traveling simulation security for both parties.
▶ Informal Theorem 2 (2PC (See Theorem 9)). Assuming the existence non-interactive
statistically binding commitments, IND-CPA secure public-key encryption, EUF-CMA secure
public-key signatures, and two-round oblivious transfer, there exists a three-round two-party
protocol for any efficiently computable functionality that exhibits a time-traveling strict
polynomial-time black-box simulator against malicious adversaries.
As before, the security is based on standard cryptographic primitives and a natural assumption on the underlying mining procedure of the blockchain as described above (see Section 4.1
for a formal description). We note that three-round 2PC in the plain model was constructed
by [2] based on sub-exponential hardness of indistinguishability obfuscation but they achieve
standard simulation security only for adversaries with bounded non-uniformity. Further,
in the blockchain-hybrid model, [14] rule out even constant-round 2PC w.r.t. standard
simulation.
The core technical challenge in achieving simulation-security in three rounds is extracting
the input from an adversary. We develop a new two-round commitment scheme that satisfies a
weak form of extraction. Specifically, we show that for every cheating committer, there exists
a time-traveling extractor that can extract the value committed by the committer. We show
that such weak time-traveling extraction guarantees are sufficient to achieve time-traveling
simulation.

1.2

Relation of Time-traveling Simulation to Other Security Notions

Super-Polynomial Time Simulation. In super-polynomial simulation or angel-based security
models [32, 8], the simulator is given access to a specific form of super-polynomial computing
power. For example in [13], the simulator is given access to an “angel” which can break
the security of certain commitment schemes. While such power allows for obtaining strong
results by bypassing various impossibility results, a key downside is that it can be challenging
to argue that such a computing power does not break the security of honest parties (since
their security is computational and can potentially be broken using any super-polynomial
computation). Arguing the security of other protocols or even that of the ideal functionality
(in case the functionality is cryptographic in nature) is even more tricky.
Our simulator can be seen as having access to a very specific super polynomial time angel
which can instantaneously compute and provide future blocks on the blockchain. However
the key advantage is the guarantee that any security the angel breaks is limited to whatever
would anyway automatically be broken shortly in the future. This arguably makes our security
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guarantee stronger, and easier to understand and work with. For example, regardless of
which commitment scheme the parties use, the commitment to their input can never be
broken by our simulator.

Simulation with a Common Reference String. In the Common Reference String (CRS)
model, a trusted party publishes a CRS before the start of the protocol. In the blockchainhybrid model, the blockchain serves much the same purpose, by allowing parties to agree on
the blockchain state. Basing security on blockchains instead of a CRS makes use of existing
real-world infrastructure which is already trusted with securing hundreds of billions of dollars.
This pre-existing infrastructure does not need to be modified for every secure protocol we
wish to run using it, whereas the CRS format may change significantly from protocol to
protocol.
A second point of similarity is the extra power provided to the simulator. When formalizing
security using the real/ideal world paradigm, often this trusted party also provides the
simulator with some trapdoor information related to the CRS, or the simulator itself is able
to control the trusted party. This is similar to how a time-traveling simulator receives a
future state to aid in simulation. However, a time-traveling simulator does not have power
over the blockchain and is not able to “program” the common state. More compellingly,
whatever security our simulator breaks is limited to what would have anyway been broken
shortly into the future. During the natural course of the blockchain execution, every party
will eventually see a state which could have been used to simulate in the past.

Majority Simulation. Goyal and Goyal [24] proposed the notion of majority simulation for
protocols based on the blockchain. In it, the simulator controls all honest parties on the
blockchain, which is assumed to be the majority of parties. This notion is philosophically very
similar to honest majority simulation except that it borrows a pre-existing honest majority
setup (the blockchain). In contrast, time-traveling simulators control only a single party. In
fact, majority simulation seems strictly stronger than time travel simulation, because control
over all honest parties in the blockchain may allow computation of future states.
The ledger functionality in the majority simulation model must be local (or “private”) to
the protocol. This is because otherwise, a majority simulator for protocol Π1 who controls
the bulletin board can break the security of another protocol Π2 that uses the same bulletin
board. In contrast, we identify an achievable set of properties which allow multiple different
protocols to use a global ledger functionality at the same time under time-travel simulation
(see Section 2.2). Furthermore, the extent of “broken” security in time-travel simulation is
very limited: anything which is leaked the adversary would anyway have become automatically
public shortly into the future.

Time-Based Primitives. Dwork and Naor [17] proposed using the opening of a timed
commitment as the trapdoor witness in a Zap. Since time-based primitives open only with
significant computation effort (or with the help of the committer), the simulator needs
to put in quite a bit of computational resources. Equivalently, the proofs could reveal
information which can only be obtained by using high computation. This information
may not automatically be available in the future. On the other hand, in our model, any
information which the adversary learns is automatically available in the future (without the
adversary putting in large computational resources).
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2

Technical Overview

In Section 2.1, we introduce time-traveling simulators through the lens of zero-knowledge
and sketch our three round zero-knowledge argument construction. Then, in Section 2.2, we
discuss time-traveling simulators in the context of two-party computation and sketch our
three-round 2PC construction. Along the way, we highlight several technical issues specific
to simulating in the blockchain hybrid model and constructing time-traveling simulators
specifically. For simplicity of exposition, we assume all parties see the most recent Gledger
state here and address ephemeral consensus issues in the full version.

2.1

Time-Traveling Simulators for Zero-Knowledge

A zero-knowledge argument aims to prove the validity of an NP statement without revealing
anything about the witness other than what the verifier could have computed on its own.
Informally, this is realized by requiring a simulator which can simulate the view of the
adversary without having access to the witness. Slightly more formally, the adversary’s view
in the following two experiments should be computationally indistinguishable. In the real
experiment, the adversary interacts with the honest prover and any honest parties in the
blockchain. In the simulated experiment, the adversary interacts only with the simulator,
which acts as an interface between the adversary and the rest of the world.
Time-traveling simulation for zero-knowledge aims to capture the notion that the verifier
does not learn anything other than what it could have computed on its own after waiting
for some time. We formalize this using the same experiments as the standard definition
in the blockchain hybrid model, except that the simulator is additionally provided with a
future state of the blockchain (e.g. 24 hours into the future). Specifically, if the state of
the blockchain at the start of the protocol is stS , the simulator receives a state stF which is
recognized by blockchain’s chain validity predicate as a valid extension of stS by F blocks.
Since the blockchain will, if left alone, generate extensions of itself which are independent of
x or its witnesses, stF is effectively harmless and contains no information about the witness
beyond what is naturally leaked with the passage of time.
Dependence on Blockchains. Though it may be extended to other contexts, the notion
of time-traveling simulation pairs particularly well with blockchains. Blockchains give a
natural notion of time, since blocks are continually added to the chain. Furthermore, since
blockchains provide a method of checking whether new blocks are a valid extension of the
chain, what it means to be a future state can be quantified as an NP language. Finally,
blockchains provide the guarantee that an adversary cannot be too far ahead of the rest of
the blockchain (e.g. 24 hours worth of blocks). In contrast, a time-traveling simulator gets
a future state for free. This increased power difference allows us to overcome impossibility
results for standard simulation.
Three Round Zero-Knowledge. A variety of impossibility results are known for three
round zero-knowledge both in the plain model and the blockchain-hybrid model. Time-travel
simulation bypasses these impossibility results and gives rise to a remarkably simple three
round construction with a strict-polynomial-time blackbox time-traveling simulator. To
prove x ∈ L, the prover and verifier engage in a three round witness indistinguishable proof
of knowledge (WIPoK)1 for the statement “x ∈ L or I know a blockchain state F blocks
ahead of the current state stS ”.
1

Here we refer to a WIPoK construction for the plain model. The proof of knowledge property is more
complicated in the blockchain-hybrid model [14].
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Given the future state stF , the time-traveling simulator can easily compute the proof
using a witness for the latter half of the statement. Witness indistinguishability guarantees
that the adversarial verifier cannot distinguish between this and a proof using a real witness
for x.
Soundness. Despite how much time-travel simulation simplifies the simulation itself, soundness becomes more subtle. First off, note that such proofs can only be sound if it finishes
within an a-priori bounded time.2 To ensure soundness, we need to ensure that the adversarial
prover cannot produce an accepting proof using the trapdoor branch. We base this on the
assumption that no adversary can get F blocks ahead of the global
√ blockchain, even given
access to an oracle which computes a small number of blocks (e.g. F ) identically distributed
to those mined by honest miners. Intuitively, in order to break this assumption, the adversary
would need to compute k + F blocks in the time it takes the honest miners to compute k
blocks. This requires significantly more computational power than the honest miners have,
contradicting the PoW assumption that the adversary has less computational
√ power than
the honest miners [30, 18, 27, 19, 34]. Even given the ability to generate,
say,
F blocks for
√
free, the adversary would still need to mine the remaining F − F + k blocks on its own.3
This is formalized in Assumption 1.
Using this assumption, a natural approach to proving soundness is to rely on the oracle
in conjunction with the proof of knowledge property of the WIPoK to extract a witness for
the adversary’s proof. Then an adversarial prover which breaks soundness must be able to
produce a state F blocks ahead of the global blockchain, violating its security.
The WIPoK knowledge extraction works by rewinding the adversarial prover and replaying
messages to obtain two different accepting proofs with the same first message. A witness
can be efficiently computed from these. However, as observed by Choudhuri et. al. [14],
an adversary may attempt to maintain state across rewinding by posting messages on the
blockchain. Any extractor must therefore also rewind the blockchain in order to rewind the
adversary. The extractor can do this by using the oracle to compute an indistinguishable
fork of the blockchain (i.e. a private chain of blocks which differs from the global blockchain)
which it presents to the rewound adversarial prover.4 Using only a single rewinding, the
probability of getting two accepting transcripts from an adversarial prover which breaks
soundness is noticeable. Since two accepting transcripts define a witness, an adversarial
prover which breaks soundness can also violate the security of the blockchain.

2.2

Time-Traveling Simulators for Secure Two-Party Computation

In two-party secure computation, P1 and P2 compute a function f of their inputs x1 , x2
where P2 learns the f (x1 , x2 ) but nothing else, and P1 learns nothing. This is formalized
using the real/ideal world paradigm. In the real experiment, the adversary interacts directly
with the honest party and the blockchain in an execution of the protocol. In the ideal world,

2
3

4

If the prover is allowed to wait until F blocks are added then it immediately gets access to a trapdoor,
and can break soundness.
In blockchains such as Bitcoin where the difficulty parameter may vary, the adversary might attempt to
use the oracle to decrease the difficulty parameter. However, because the oracle’s blocks are identically
distributed to those mined by honest miners, the change in difficulty parameter will be identically
distributed to an execution where the adversary attempts to directly modify the blockchain’s difficulty
parameter.
Without the oracle, the adversary might attempt to use data in the blocks about who the miners are
(e.g. signatures) is to determine if is being rewound.
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the adversary interacts only with the simulator, which acts as an interface to the rest of the
world. In turn, the simulator interacts with the blockchain and a trusted third party which
reveals only the prescribed output. It is required that the joint distribution of the adversary’s
view and the honest party’s output (as given by the trusted third party) are computationally
indistinguishable across the two experiments. Time-traveling simulators additionally receive
a future state stF which is F blocks longer than the current blockchain state.
A unique property of the blockchain-hybrid model which will become relevant later on is
that a distinguisher might attempt to use the number of blocks mined during an execution
as side channel information to distinguish the two experiments. Since the simulator cannot
rewind the global blockchain, it cannot hide how long the simulation takes. Thus a good
simulator must be careful not to take more time than a real execution.
Extraction of Inputs. To guarantee security against malicious adversaries, which can
behave arbitrarily, the simulator must extract the adversaries input so it can force the
appropriate output. In the case of three round protocols, extracting an adversarial P2 ’s
input is particularly challenging for standard simulators, since P2 sends only a single message.
Current solutions rely on non-black-box simulation and only hold for adversaries with
bounded auxiliary input [2], or require a simulator which runs in super-polynomial time [6, 7].
Intriguingly, extracting an adversarial P1 ’s input also appears to be quite challenging in the
blockchain-hybrid model. As discussed previously, rewinding based extraction approaches
require computing an indistinguishable fork for each rewinding. Even assuming the simulator
could do so on its own, the number of rewindings required would blow up the running time
of the simulator. This makes the outputs of simulators based on such approaches quite easy
to distinguish.
Time-Traveling Extractors (Proposition 7). To solve the issue of timely knowledge extraction, we introduce time-traveling extractors. We design a two round commitment scheme
with a time-traveling knowledge extractor.5 Looking ahead, this will allow parties to commit
to their input without revealing any information about it (hiding), while also ensuring they
cannot change it later on (binding). A time-traveling extractor for a commitment scheme
intuitively shows that any committer will eventually “know” the value that they committed
to. Informally, we require the existence of an efficient extractor that, upon receiving a
state stF which is F blocks ahead of the current blockchain, produces both a commitment
transcript indistinguishable from a real execution as well as the value committed to in that
transcript. This concept naturally synergizes with time-travel simulation, which is our main
use case. A key point is that hiding must continue to hold even after the passage of any
(polynomial) amount of time.
To construct a two round commitment scheme with a time-traveling extractor, we start
from a two round Conditional Disclosure of Secrets (CDS) protocol. A CDS protocol is
associated with an NP relation RL for the language L and a statement x. In a CDS protocol
for a language L, one party P1 inputs a witness w, and the other party P2 inputs a secret. If
(x, w) ∈ RL , then P1 gets the secret as output. However, if x ∈
/ L, then P1 learns nothing
about the secret. Furthermore, P2 learns nothing about the witness input by P1 .
The commitment scheme proceeds as follows. The receiver sends a non-interactive
commitment comni to the committer and begins the 2 round CDS for the statement “comni
is a commitment to a future state of the blockchain”. To commit to a message m, the
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This construction may be of independent interest.
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committer inputs m to the CDS as the secret. Additionally, to ensure binding, the committer
non-interactively commits to m and sends this to the receiver as well.
To extract the message m, time-traveling extractor can commit to the received stF in
comni and provide the witness to the CDS that comni is a commitment to a future state of
the blockchain. Then the CDS will output m to the extractor.
Hiding is more difficult to ensure. To do so, we need to guarantee that an adversarial
receiver cannot commit to a future state. If this is the case, then the CDS statement is
false, so an adversarial receiver can learn nothing about the CDS secret m. Similarly to
our zero-knowledge protocol’s soundness, making this guarantee seems to require some
form of extraction from comni . Goyal and Goyal [24] encounter a similar problem in their
construction of non-interactive zero-knowledge using majority simulation. We are able to
leverage their insights to extract from comni in a way which should not break the blockchain
- therefore, if comni contains a future state, the extractor would have produced a future state
in a short period of time, violating the security of the blockchain.
They construct such commitments by secret-sharing the message and encrypting the
shares under the public keys of parties which have recently mined blocks. This provides
hiding against adversaries with static corruptions. Then, given the secret keys of parties
which have recently mined blocks, it is straightforward to decrypt and recombine the shares
to recover the message. Since access to only a few extra secret keys should not provide
the computational power required to get significantly ahead of the global blockchain (see
Assumption 2), we are able to show that an adversary which breaks hiding also violates the
security of the blockchain.
Note that this extractor requires power which is denied to time-travel simulators. Specifically, time-travel simulators must make do with control over only a single party that has
minimal computational power compared to the other miners. As such they cannot gain access
to even a small number of other parties’ secret keys.6 However, this method of extraction is
sufficient to show hiding for our two round commitment.
Three Round Two-Party Secure Computation (Theorem 9). Given the tools we have
constructed so far, a natural approach to three round two-party secure computation is to
compile a two round semi-malicious two-party secure computation protocol (which can be
implemented using a garbled circuit and oblivious transfer) into the malicious setting. In
the first two rounds, P2 commits to its input using the two round commitment with a
time-traveling extractor. In the last two rounds, P1 also commits to its input using the
two round commitment with a time-traveling extractor. Additionally, the parties run the
semi-malicious protocol in the last two rounds. To ensure that P2 behaves honestly, in the
last two rounds the parties participate in a CDS protocol where P2 receives the third message
if and only if it inputs a witness to its honesty in the second round. To ensure that P1
behaves honestly, it proves its honesty using the three round zero-knowledge argument with
a time-traveling simulator. The zero-knowledge argument is run in parallel with everything.
The ideas behind simulation are simple, though we will discuss some subtleties later.
For time-travel simulation against a corrupted P2 , the simulator can use its future state
to extract P2 ’s input in round two. Then in round three, it uses the extracted input to
simulate the semi-malicious protocol and the future state to simulate the zero-knowledge
argument. The case for time-travel simulation against P1 is similar. Using the future state,
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the simulator extracts P1 ’s input in round 3, then provides it to the trusted third party.
Otherwise, it behaves honestly using a fixed input (since P1 does not receive output, there is
no need to simulate the semi-malicious protocol).
Malleability. Unfortunately, relying on time-traveling simulators for security both against
malicious P1 and against malicious P2 introduces malleability issues. In round two, P2
commits to its input in com2 , which has a time-traveling extractor. In round three, P1
commits to its input in com3 , which also has a time-traveling extractor. When simulating
against a malicious P2∗ , we need to rely on the hiding of com3 while simultaneously extracting
P2∗ ’s input from com2 . This suggests that com3 ’s hiding needs to be “stronger” than com2 ’s
hiding (com3 >> com2 ).
To achieve this, we give an analogue of complexity leveraging for time-traveling simulators.
We assume that for times F1 << F2 (e.g. k and k 2 ), knowledge of a state stF1 which is F1
blocks ahead of the current blockchain does not allow the adversary to get F2 blocks ahead
of the blockchain (see Assumption 2). As in our previous assumption, the adversary would
still need to compute F2 − F1 + k blocks in the time the honest miners compute k blocks,
requiring the adversary to have much more computational power than the honest miners.
Complexity leveraging for time-traveling simulators can be applied to ensure com3 >>
com2 in much the same way that ordinary complexity leveraging can. We set the parameters
of com3 so that it has an F2 -time-traveling extractor but remains hiding against F1 -timetraveling receivers7 , and set the parameters of com2 so that it has an F1 -time-traveling
extractor. With this setting, a simulator against a malicious P2∗ can use stF1 to break com2
without disturbing com3 ’s hiding. Looking ahead, in our secure two-party computation
construction we will set up a hierarchy F1 << F2 << F3 , where messages in round one use
the parameter F1 , messages in round two use the parameter F2 , and messages in round three
use the parameter F3 .
When simulating against a malicious P1∗ , we have the opposite problem from before - we
need to rely on the hiding of com2 while simultaneously extracting from com3 . Combining this
with our previous requirement, we need both com3 >> com2 and com3 << com2 . However,
complexity leveraging for time-traveling simulators only allows hardness in one direction. To
break the circularity, we observe that the extractor for com2 requires knowledge of the future
state in round one, but com3 doesn’t start until round two. In other words, com2 ’s period of
vulnerability is over before com3 even begins! We formalize the idea of a limited period of
vulnerability using the following security game:
1. The adversary interacts with a challenger who commits in com2 to either m0 or m1 .
2. The distinguisher receives com2 and a future state stF which is F blocks ahead of the
blockchain. It wins if it can determine which message the challenger committed to.
If no efficient adversary/distinguisher pair can win this game with noticeable advantage,
we say com2 has hiding against a time-traveling distinguisher. To show hiding of com2 while
simultaneously extracting from com3 during simulation against a malicious P1∗ , we can reduce
to this property. At a high level, the reduction participates in the above security game,
then in step two uses stF to extract from a locally computed com3 before deciding which
message com2 contains. To show that com2 has this property, we rely on the security of the
underlying components in the plain model as well as the observation that the ledger (and
therefore knowledge of a future state) can be efficiently emulated in the plain model.
7

F1 time-traveling receivers which break hiding of com2 can be used to obtain an F2 future state (breaking
Assumption 2) using the same ideas we developed for showing hiding of the commitments.
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Two-Party Computation Construction. We summarize the final construction here. It
makes use of the following tools, where F1 << F2 << F3 .
A two round commitment com2 with a F1 -time-traveling extractor and hiding against
time-traveling distinguishers.
A two round commitment com3 with a F2 -time-traveling extractor and hiding against
time-traveling distinguishers.
A three round zero-knowledge argument with a F3 -time-traveling simulator.
A two round semi-malicious secure two-party computation protocol.
A two round conditional disclosure of secrets protocol.
In the first two rounds, P2 commits to its input in com2 . It also begins the semi-malicious
two-party computation protocol and the com3 , as well as provides a witness to its honest
behavior into the CDS. P1 completes the semi-malicious protocol and inputs the resulting
message into the CDS as the secret. Additionally it commits to its input in com3 during
the third round and proves its honesty using the zero-knowledge argument, which is run in
parallel with everything.

3

Related Work

Zero-knowledge. Round-complexity of zero-knowledge protocols is a fundamental measure
of efficiency, and a heavily research topic in the plain model. In fact, in the plain model,
we can construct four-round zero-knowledge protocols with black-box expected polynomialtime simulators assuming only one-way functions [9].8 This result is tight w.r.t. blackbox simulation [21], and known three-round zero-knowledge protocols with non-black-box
simulation require novel cryptographic assumptions [12].
In the blockchain-hybrid model, the complexity of zero-knowledge was only recently
considered by Choudhari et al. [14]. Quite surprisingly, they show that constant-round
zero-knowledge protocols are impossible in the blockchain-hybrid model even for expected
polynomial-time black-box simulators. Although they give a super-constant round protocol
assuming one-way functions, their lower-bound hints that low-interaction protocols are quite
hard to come by in the blockchain hybrid model unless simulator is given more power.
In another work, Goyal and Goyal [24] present a significant strengthening of simulator’s
power that allows to achieve non-interactive zero-knowledge. In particular, in their notion
of simulation the simulator is given control of all honest miners in the blockchain protocol.
Although non-trivial, we believe such a notion of honest-majority simulation as described
in [24] to be quite weak.
Secure Two-Party Computation. The round complexity of secure two-party computation
is another vibrant area of research. In the plain model, we can construct four-round
secure two-party computation protocols (where a single party receives output) with blackbox expected-polynomial-time simulators, though three-round protocols with respect to
black-box simulation do not exist [26]. Known three-round protocols with non-black-box
simulation hold only against adversaries with bounded non-uniformity [2]. Furthermore, in
the blockchain-hybrid model, [14] rule out even constant-round protocols w.r.t. standard
black-box simulation.

8

A simulator is black-box if it only makes uses of the underlying malicious verifier as a black-box.
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A variety of works have achieved protocols with less than four rounds by considering
relaxed security notions such as the common reference string model [25, 1] and superpolynomial time simulation [32, 7, 6].

4

Blockchain Modeling and Assumptions

In a blockchain protocol, mutually distrustful parties attempt to maintain and agree upon a
global append-only ledger. The ledger consists of an ordered set of blocks which each contain
some data. New blocks can only be added by using a special mining procedure which any
party (called a miner) can run. Currently, two broad categories of mining procedures exist:
Proof of Work (PoW) and Proof of Stake (PoS). In this work, we primarily consider PoW
instantiations, though it may be possible to extend our ideas to PoS instantiations.
As in previous work [14, 28, 4], we model the blockchain as a global ledger Gledger which
internally keeps track of the agreed-upon sequence of blocks. Parties may interact with the
ledger via one of the queries specified by the ledger functionality.
We present a shorter, more informal version of our blockchain model here. For the formal
version, see the full version.
Gledger maintains an internal state st consisting of blocks submitted by miners (not all
submitted blocks are incorporated into st).
Every party sees some prefix of st. Honest parties’ local views are at most windowSize
blocks behind st at any time.
Blocks consist of messages submitted to the blockchain by any party, along with some
information chosen by the miner submitting the block. The miner chooses which messages
to incorporate into the block (though this block is not guaranteed to be incorporated
into st).
The blockchain implementing Gledger is associated with a predicate isvalidchain(st1 , st2 )
which decides whether st2 is a valid extension of st1 . For example, in Bitcoin this consists of
verifying that st1 is a prefix of st2 and that all later blocks have an accepting proof of work
with respect to the previous blocks. We overload this notation as isvalidchain(st1 , st2 , k)
to also check that st2 is at least k blocks longer than st1 (i.e. |st2 | − |st1 | ≥ k).
Define Dfut (T, F ) to be the distribution over the future states of the blockchain with length
T+F, where the current state is Gledger ’s state at time T. Concretely, the distribution is
over the random coins of the miners and parties submitting messages to the blockchain.
Every state stF drawn from Dfut (T, F ) satisfies isvalidchain(Gledger .st, stF , F ) = 1.
Simulation in the Gledger -Hybrid Model. We consider simulators with the same power as
other parties while accessing Gledger , with the exception of being given a future state. Unlike
the setting considered in [24, 15], the simulator does not have full control over the blockchain
and cannot “rewind” it by discarding and re-creating blocks. It also cannot quickly compute
future states beyond what it was given (see Assumption 2).
The simulator acts as an interface between any parties (e.g. the adversary) it runs
internal to itself and Gledger . It can therefore choose which messages to deliver. Note that the
adversary may attempt to post messages to Gledger as well as base its behavior on its view of
Gledger .
Since the protocols we construct begin at a specified time (in terms of the number of
blocks in Gledger ’s state), the simulator begins at the same time. Without loss of generality, it
knows the pointers of all parties at this time. Observe that for every adversary which exists
before the protocol, there is another adversary which produces an identical ledger state and
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tracks the pointers of all parties, by forwarding and tracking messages between the original
and Gledger . Since the simulator inherits the state of the adversary upon starting, it also
inherits the pointers of all parties at this time.

4.1

Complexity of Blockchain Mining

First, let us introduce some notation. We use Gledger .st denotes the current state of the Gledger ,
and it is a sequence (B1 , B2 , . . . , ) of blocks where each Bi contains some m, a proof-of-work
π and we also assume the block contains the public-key of the miner who mined the block.9
We denote by |Gledger .st| the number of blocks in the Gledger , and use the shorthand Gledger .size
to refer to |Gledger .st|. For any natural number i ≤ Gledger .size, we denote by Gledger .st[: i] as the
state of the Gledger including only the first i blocks. Finally, we have a predicate isledgerstate
that takes a candidate state st as input, and outputs 1 iff there exists i ≤ Gledger .size such
that Gledger .st[: i] = st. By EXECGledger (Z, A, 1λ ) be the random variable denoting an execution
of the Gledger with the environment Z and some adversary A on security parameter λ. We let
(st, z, y) ←$ EXECGledger (Z, A, 1λ ) denote the random process of running an execution of Gledger
with (Z, A) until A outputs y where st is the current state of Gledger and z is output of Z.
Hardness Assumptions. In this section, we describe the specific hardness we require from the
underlying mining procedure. For this, first consider the following relation RGledger = {Rλ }λ
containing pairs defined by Gledger functionality.


isledgerstate(sts ) = 1, T ∈ N,
Gledger
Rλ
= ((sts , T ), stf ) :
.
(1)
isvalidchain(sts , stf , T )
Intuitively, we want to capture that any adversary, performing bounded number of
operations, cannot compute F blocks by the time k << F blocks are added to Gledger by the
honest miners. We refer to this as (k, F )-security of Gledger , and in Definition 1 we formalize
the notion of what it means for an adversary performing t operations to break (k, F )-security
of Gledger . To allow the adversary to choose the starting state, we consider a two-stage
adversary A = (A0 , A1 ) where A0 is arbitrary PPT and participates in an execution of Gledger
(with the honest miners) to arrive at a starting state sts , and A1 is supposed to find an
extension of sts by F blocks, by the time k blocks are added to Gledger . We overload notation
of EXEC by giving it an fourth parameter k which it uses to terminate the execution if k
additional blocks are added.
▶ Definition 1. We say that A = (A0 , A1 ) t-breaks the (k, F )-security of Gledger if there exists
some non-negligible function ϵ such that for all λ ∈ N

Pr ((sts , F ), stf ) ∈ R :

(sts , z, a) ←$ EXECGledger (Z, A0 , 1λ )
(sti , z ′ , stf ) ←$ EXECGledger ,Oblockify (Z(z), A1 (sts ), 1λ , k(λ))


≥ ϵ(λ)
(2)

where A0 is arbitrary PPT, and A1 performs at most t(λ) operations and makes at most k
queries to Oblockify , where Oblockify takes as input a block B and a message m, and outputs a
new block B ′ that contains message m such that isvalidchain(B, B ′ ) = 1, and R is as defined
in Equation (1).
9

We believe our ideas can also be applied to proof-of-stake blockchains, though we only provide formalization for proof-of-work blockchains.
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▶ Assumption 1. For all polynomially bounded functions k, t, there exists some polynomially
bounded function F such that no PPT adversary A = (A0 , A1 ) t-breaks the (k, F )-security of
Gledger (as per Definition 1.
▶ Remark 2. Intuitively, t represents the number of mining operations that an adversary can
perform in the time it takes the honest miners to mine k blocks. For the adversary to be able
to produce F > k blocks (e.g. F = k 2 or even ck, for large enough constant c) in this time, t
should be significantly larger than the honest mining power. This would violate the PoW
assumption that the adversary controls less mining power than the honest miners. Even
given access to an oracle which mines up to k blocks for free (either in the past or currently),
the computational requirement on the adversary does not change too much. The adversary
would still need to mine the remaining F − k blocks on its own. Since the oracle creates
blocks according to the same distribution that honest parties would have, the adversary also
cannot use it to decrease the difficulty parameter from what it would have been in a real
execution, meaning the work it needs to do for each block does not change.
In fact, for some of security proofs, we will require a stronger notion of security from
Gledger . Specifically, we want it to be computationally hard for A1 to compute a state F
blocks ahead even if its given as auxiliary information (a) some F ′ << F future blocks, and
(b) secret-keys of the most recent miners. As before, we first formalize what it means for
such an A1 to break the security of Gledger , and next state the exact assumption which we
conjecture to hold for PoW-based blockchains, e.g., Bitcoin.
Let t, ℓ, F ′ , k, F : N → N be polynomially bounded functions.
▶ Definition 3. We say that A = (A0 , A1 ) (t, ℓ, F ′ )-breaks the (k, F )-security of Gledger if
there exists some non-negligible function ϵ such that for all λ ∈ N




(sts , z, a) ←$ EXECGledger (Z, A0 , 1λ )
 ≥ ϵ(λ)
sti ←$ S(sts , F ′ (λ))
Pr ((sts , F ), stf ) ∈ R :
⃗ ℓ ), 1λ , k(λ))
(stj , a′ , stf ) ←$ EXECGledger ,Oblockify (Z(z), A1 (sts , sti , sk
(3)

where A0 is arbitrary PPT, A1 performs at most t(λ) operations and makes at most k queries
to Oblockify , where Oblockify takes as input a block B and a message m then outputs a new
block B ′ which contains message m such that isvalidchain(B, B ′ ) = 1, S on input a starting
state sts outputs an intermediate future state state sti such that isvalidchain(sts , sti , F ′ ) = 1
⃗ ℓ are the secret-keys of the miners mining the last ℓ blocks in sts .
and sk
▶ Assumption 2. For all polynomially bounded functions k, t, ℓ, F ′ , there exists polynomially
bounded functions F such that no PPT adversary A = (A0 , A1 ) (t, ℓ, F ′ )-breaks the (k, F )security of Gledger (as per Definition 3).
Although Assumption 2 is a strengthening of Assumption 1 we believe, especially in the
context of bitcoin, that having access to the secret-keys of the miners and/or some of the
future states doesn’t make computing states much further in the future any easier. For PoW
blockchains such as Bitcoin, having the private keys of recent miners does not make the
computational puzzle (based on hashing) any easier to solve. Knowledge of the future state
can be seen as a special case of the oracle provided in Assumption 1.
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Time-Traveling Simulator Definition for Zero Knowledge

We include the formal definition of time-traveling simulators for zero knowledge here. Due
to space constraints, we omit the definitions of time-traveling simulators for two-party
computation and arguments of time-traveling knowledge. These can be found in the full
version.
The security parameter is λ. We denote cryptographic indistinguishability by ≈c .
Though our definitions specify the circuit class for sake of generality, in this work we only
consider adversaries which are unable to break the security of the blockchain. Distinguishers,
however, are allowed to be arbitrary PPT machines.
Blockchain Awareness. Unless otherwise specified, we consider adversaries which have
access to the global functionality Gledger . For indistinguishability of two distributions, this
means the distinguisher also has access to Gledger as soon as the samples are generated. One
consequence of this is that the distinguisher can check the time an interaction ends as well as
wait for future states to become available before attempting to distinguish. Additionally, this
means that the distinguisher can immediately distinguish any view generated by a simulator
using a privately initialized Gledger from the real execution by checking the state of the global
Gledger .
Many of our protocol definitions require some quantification of the time an execution
is started, with respect to Gledger . We denote that an execution of an algorithm or protocol
Π is started when the internally held state of Gledger has T blocks (“time T ”) by ΠT . The
algorithm may not be aware of the actual state or time of Gledger .
Similar to [24], we only consider statically corrupting adversaries, though the blockchain
may be secure against adaptive corruptions. We believe our assumptions and results also
hold against adaptive corruptions with erasures. Achieving our results against adaptively
corrupting adversaries without erasures is an interesting open question.
For interactive algorithms P1 , P2 , we denote by outP1 (P1 (x), P2 (y)) the output of P1 in
an interaction with P2 where P1 has input x and P2 has input y. The corresponding view is
denoted by viewP1 (P1 (x), P2 (y)).
▶ Definition 4 (Argument Systems). Let C be a circuit class. An interactive protocol (P, V )
is a C-argument system for a language L with NP relation RL if it satisfies the following
properties:
Completeness: For every (x, w) ∈ RL ,


P r outV (P (1λ , x, w), V (1λ , x)) = 1 = 1
C-Soundness: For every x ∈
/ L and every adversary P ∗ ∈ C,


P r outV (P ∗ (1λ , x), V (1λ , x)) = 1 = negl(n)
This definition is in the plain model. If these properties hold in the Gledger -hybrid model
and (P, V ) may require interaction with Gledger , then we call (P, V ) a blockchain-aware
argument system. If soundness holds against unbounded provers, (P, V ) is called a proof
system.
A time-traveling simulator is given a randomly sampled future state of the blockchain
and must produce an indistinguishable transcript from the real-world protocol.
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▶ Definition 5 (Zero Knowledge with Time-Travel Simulation). Let C be a circuit class.
An argument system (P, V ) for a language L is C-Zero Knowledge with an F-TimeTraveling Simulator if there is a PPT algorithm Sim such that for all adversaries V ∗ ∈ C,
every (x, w) ∈ RL , and all times T , the following holds in the Gledger -hybrid model:
{viewV ∗ (PT (1λ , x, w), VT∗ (1λ , x))} ≈c {SimT (1λ , x, stF ) : stF ←$ Dfut (T, F )}

6

Theorems

▶ Theorem 6. Let k be an upper-bound on the numbers of blocks added in an honest execution
of ⟨P, V ⟩. Let t, F be polynomially bounded function such that no PPT A 3t-breaks the (k, F )security of Gledger (as per Definition 1). Further, assuming the witness-indistinguishability
of WIPOK, there exists a 3-round argument in the Gledger model where soundness holds
against cheating prover P ∗ performing t operations and (F + 2windowSize)-time-traveling
zero-knowledge holds against all PPT V ∗ .
In order to transform this construction into an argument of time-traveling knowledge,
we construct a two-round statistically binding commitment scheme with a time-traveling
extractor.
▶ Proposition 7. Assume the existence of a public key integrated encryption-signature
scheme, a Conditional Disclosure of Secrets protocol, a non-interactive statistically-binding
commitment scheme, a threshold secret-sharing scheme, a public-key integrated encryptionsignature scheme, and that Gledger has (β, ℓ)-chain-quality. Let t, F ′ be polynomially bounded
functions as in Assumption 2 and let Ct,F ′ be the class of adversaries which receives an
F ′ -future state and performs at most t(λ) operations.
Assuming that no PPT adversary (2t, ℓ + 2windowSize, F ′ )-breaks the (1, F )-security of
Gledger (Assumption 2), there exists a statistically binding commitment scheme in the Gledger hybrid model with Ct,F ′ -hiding against time-traveling distinguishers. Furthermore, it has an
(F + 2windowSize)-time-traveling extractor against time-traveling distinguishers.
The commitment scheme has hiding against an interactive receiver with an a-priori
bounded polynomial computational power. We emphasize that the restriction on computation
power only applies to the generation of the transcript - once the transcript is complete, it
remains hiding even against arbitrary computationally efficient distinguishers.
▶ Proposition 8. Let k be an upper-bound on the numbers of blocks added in an honest
execution of ⟨P, V ⟩. Let t, ℓ, F ′ , F be polynomially bounded functions such that no PPT A
(2t, ℓ, F ′ )-breaks the (k, F )-security of Gledger (as per Definition 3). Assume the existence of a
statistically-binding commitment scheme with hiding against all PPT receivers which perform
at most t(λ) operations and that it has an F ′ -time-traveling extractor.
Then there exists a 3-round argument in the Gledger model such that (F + 2windowSize)time-traveling zero-knowledge holds against all PPT verifiers which perform at most t(λ)
operations. Furthermore, it has an F ′ -time-traveling extractor against every cheating prover
P ∗ performing at most t(λ) operations.
For our secure two-party computation protocol, we use the following building blocks.
See the full version for constructions and definitions of time-traveling knowledge extractors
and hiding against time-traveling distinguishers. In the following, we have a hierarchy of
polynomially bounded function F1 < F2 < F3 .
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1. three round delayed-input ZKAoK LleP, V ⟩ such that
a. F3 -time-traveling simulator for ZK,
b. F2 -time-traveling knowledge-extractor for cheating provers doing t operations.
2. two round commitment scheme (com, Rec, Open) which has
a. Hiding against (R∗ , D∗ ) where R∗ performs t operations and D∗ is F2 -time-traveling
distinguisher.
b. An F1 -time-traveling extractor which produces transcripts indistinguishable to F3 time-traveling distinguishers.
3. Standard cryptographic tools: a two round oblivious transfer protocol OT = (OT1 , OT2 ),
two round conditional disclosure of secret protocol CDS = (CDS1 , CDS2 ), garbled circuit
GC = (Garble, Eval), a PRF family F , a statistically binding non-interactive commitment
mathsf SBCom.
The time-traveling building blocks can be constructed using standard cryptographic tools
and our blockchain assumptions.
▶ Theorem 9. Assuming the building blocks with appropriate security as described above,
there exists a two-party protocol Π that securely computes any 2-party functionality f with
F3 -time-traveling simulation.
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